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Xv Ting case, as a significant hot event between 2007 and 2008, raised 
comprehensive debate. It contained plenty of reflection about social problems. 
As for the rule of law, the most significant sense Xv Ting case exposed is the 
relationship between public opinion on specific case and the judicial 
adjudication. The whole text focuses on why and how the public opinion on 
specific case can influence judicial adjudication, how the case judge will do 
and what things he should care. 
The first chapter tries to explain how public opinion on specific case 
influences judicial determination through legal explanation, which reveals that 
public opinion on specific case plays a vital role in judicial determination. 
The second chapter, by analyzing Chinese traditional judicial culture and 
the heavy administrative and political properties of our judicial system, 
intends to prove why the public opinion can be popular in judicial 
determination. Through analyzing how judge contemplate in specific case and 
what mode the court usually follows, tries to explain the following problems: 
How does the public opinion affect the process of judicial determination? 
What is its mechanism? Improper treat with the public opinion in case will 
severely destroys law’s “existence” and authorities. What’s more, public 
opinion on specific case has many congenital defects, such as unthinking, 
irrationality, one-sidedness, and so on. Therefore, we should analyze public 
opinion on specific case seriously and find out the way it can work more 
effectively -- take public opinion seriously in legislative area. 
The third chapter, from the perspective of pragmatism, tries to explain 
why public opinion can’t achieve those good results which legal pragmatism 
does successfully. The reasons lie in the significant differences between the 
two concepts’ judicial backgrounds, especially in the realm of judicial power 















After the comprehensive analysis of the role of public opinion in judicial 
determination, the thesis draws a conclusion that we should understand the 
judicial activities and judge’s thinking and their trial behaviors. Judicial 
judgment should treat the public opinion on specific case in the right way, 
taking consideration on not only the outcome of specific case, but also the 
effects on the whole legal system. 
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引  言 
 1
引  言 
许霆案虽然终结，但对其之思考仍在延续。对许霆案的研究，自 2007
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